SUNDAY SELECTIONS, BETTING STRATEGY AND PICK 4 TICKET
Saturday Results: Hit 6 top choice winners, including Pick 6 “singles” KULA GIRL ($6.00)
and CURIOUSLY SWEET ($4.40).

Today’s Best Plays: Races 6, 7, 9 and a $64 Pick 4 ticket.
1st race-1. LADAY TALE (1) 2. SOUTH COAST (4) 3. TALL TONIC (5)
2nd race-1. OUR RAFAELA (7) 2. FOREIGN (5) 3. PINK POLKADOTS (4)
3rd race-1. MIDNIGHTER (3) 2. POLITICAL HIGH (8) 3. FALLEN LEAF (4)
4th race-1. FATHER TIM (8) 2. SKIMMETRY (4) 3. WARREN’S SCOOTER (7) 4. CRIMSON
COWBOY (2)
5th race-1. PRECIOUS KITTEN (3) 2. LADY OF VENICE (1) 3. NAISSANCE ROYALE (6) 4.
WAIT A WHILE (2)
***6th race-1. JOY’S COMET (10) 2. MONZANTE (4) 3. FINE FLYER (3)
In a solid, competitive allowance heat, I will give the edge to JOY’S COMET (9-2). Although he
didn’t run well in the Cal Cup Mile, he drops back into a softer spot and switches back to
Cushion Track. He was going in very sharp form prior to his last and should get a great trip right
behind the leaders. Make a Win Bet on ‘COMET and key him on three trifecta tickets with
main contenders FINE FLYER (5-2) and MONZANTE (3-1).
Trifecta numbers: 10/3,4/ALL=$18
and
10/ALL/3,4=$18
and 3,4/10/ALL=$18
***7th race-1. JOHNNY EVES (5) 2. SWITZERLAND (1A) 3. HAMOODY (6) 4. FAMILY GUY (11)
In the first leg of the late Pick 4, I will try to get out of the race by using just my top two choices.
JOHNNY EVES (3-1) got burned up on the front end last time when facing stronger in the Cal
Cup Sprint but catches a field with much less early heat today. In fact, he could clear this bunch
and be very salty on the front end. Main threat is SWITZERLAND (5-2 entry), who won on the

same day, taking down the Cal Cup Starter Sprint in 1:07.1. He’s found his niche around one
turn and seems to love the synthetic surfaces. Key these two on a pair of trifecta tickets and hope
for a price horse to round out the tri.
Trifecta numbers: 1,5/1,5/ALL=$18
and
1,5/ALL/1,5=$18
8th race-1. NOBIZ LIKE SHOWBIZ (8) 2. TWILIGHT METEOR (2) 3. BOLD HAWK (5) 4.
DAYTONA (3)
***9th race-1. MOON MISSION (2) 2. FOREST DANZ (3) 3. HE’S A TRIEHR (9) 4.
RIDINGWITHTHEKING (4)
In a wide-open $16,000 sprint, I will take a shot on a horse who has not won in over two years.
Despite his futile win record, I think MOON MISSION (5-1) will run a big race today after
getting a huge connections upgrade to Monteleone and P.Val. He finished fastest last time when
beaten two heads and came back to work a bullet :46.3 at SA. Make a Win Bet on ‘MISSION
and box my top four choices in the exacta/trifecta. In post position order, use MOON MISSION
(5-1); FOREST DANZ (7-2), who comes back in a claimer after being away since May;
RIDINGWITHTHEKING (15-1), who seems like a ridiculous price on the morning line
considering his two previous wins over the HP Cushion; and HE’S A TRIEHR (6-1), who has
speed and drops into a softer spot for the hot Koriner barn.
Exacta/Trifecta Box: 2-3-4-9
10th race-1. AFLEET RULER (2) 2. PHANTOM STRIKE (8) 3. DEVILS AFLEET (7) 4. BAZZOOM
(5)
***$64 PICK 4 TICKET (races 7-10):
7th race--SCAT THIEF/SWITZERLAND (entry), JOHNNY EVES
(Alternate: NONE)
8th race--TWILIGHT METEOR, DAYTONA, BOLD HAWK, NOBIZ LIKE SHOWBIZ
(Alternate: WORLDLY)
9th race--MOON MISSION, FOREST DANZ, RIDINGWITHTHEKING, HE’S A TRIEHR
(Alternate: TRANQUILO)
10th race--AFLEET RULER, PHANTOM STRIKE
(Alternate: DEVILS AFLEET)
Pick 4 numbers: 1,5/2,3,5,8/2,3,4,9/2,8=$64
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